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If HP only

knew
what HP
knows



Organizations have to
find ways of growing and

BUILDING
ADVANTAGES 

rather than just eliminating

disadvantages



KM
is the 

process
through which organizations

generate

value
from their intellectual

and knowledge-based asset



The question is no longer

whether
organizations will implement

KM



but

whether
they do it



WHY
do it
now



CHANGE
push us to 

implement  KM



mega
trends



the world is

FLAT

1



inter trade
40% in 1990
60% in 2005

# company
is double to

70,000



mega
trends



TECHNOLOGY

2



2000-2007
internet user

double to
1,200 million

2010 will be
2,000 million







In 1880,
it took

6 weeks
for

message to travel
from 

London to Bangkok to London

30 years later
it took

4 minutes.



by
telegraph



34 YEARS AGO



22 YEARS AGO



6 YEARS AGO



TODAY



Over the past 20 years,
performance of computers

has increased 1 million times. 

It will increase another 1 million 
times over the next 20 years.

So 20 years from now,
a computer problem

that would have taken
a year to solve will take 

30 seconds.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Bill_Gates_in_Poland_cropped.jpg








example



example



example













mega
trends



3
population



94% of population
1800 million people
that will increase
in 2000-2020

will be in
developing 
countries









… is greater than 5 times  

of total population

of 
THAILAND



in the next 10 slides



mega
trends



OMNI
customer

4



Understand your target



Understand your target

MORE personal power
MORE money
MORE influence

1:6 scenario
both parents work

divorce



Understand your target

this is the first 
generation
born with 

a
MOUSE



Understand your target

they understand

ICONS
before

they could read



Understand your target

They think in an interactive dimension. 
The only mail they know is 

e-mail
and they expect replies within 

hours





generation



KGOY
kid grow up young

Use PC
Use Mobile Phone

that never see before
Use their Mobile Phone

from their bed room
Use calculator

for math homework !?!



mega
trends



ASK YOURSELF…

RISKS



TO DO





CHANGEcustomer
needs



CHANGEdefinition
of work



CHANGElearning
approach



organization

need
to tap into resident

knowledge
more urgently

than ever



of US federal 
IT employees

> 50



It’s not just a matter of being
BETTER

at what you do 

It’s a matter of being 

DIFFERENT



It’s not good enough just to be 

DIFFERENT. 
You’ve to be different in ways that 

CUSTOMER NEEDS.



you are different







is the process
through which organizations

generate value from
their intellectual and
knowledge-based assets



Type of knowledge



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Learning Creativity

Vision/Action Memory

Toolbox

Integration



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Learning

Learn and apply 
information in
new situation



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Vision/Action

See and react
to the world

around it



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Memory

Storehouse for
the collective
intelligence of

the firm



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Toolbox

Access to
performance
support tools
and systems



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Creativity

Serves as a
brainstorming

forum



The Virtual Corporate 
Brain

Integration

Brings the firm
together

skills, people, etc.



Knowledge management
Pyramid

Level 1:Document Management

Level 2:Information Creation,
Sharing, andManagement

Level 3:EnterpriseIntelligence

W
or
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gr
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Leverage organizational “know-how”
Performance support

Interacting with operational databases
Building expert networks

Capturing & distributing expert stories
Real-time information management

Communication and collaboration
New Content creation

Access and retrieval
Documents stored online



keys to a successful KM implementation

1.Culture
2.Champions
3.Communication
4.Change
5.Content



knowledge
management

not about technology

it’s about
culture



knowledge
management
is about changing

people’s
hearts & minds



a knowledge brand
exists when

employees at ALL LEVELS of an organization 

demonstrate a consistent reputation
for 

both attributes and results.
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